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2021 Gathering
of the Faithful

Four speedsters displayed under the cypress trees on Lake Harris at the 2021 Gathering of the Faithful held at Mission Inn
in Howey-in-the-Hills, Florida on Feb. 27.
photo by Jack Stenner
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President’s Message
by Paul Raben

Mid-Year Doldrums

pitched in at the last GOF and the club is grateful for all their
efforts. It would not have worked otherwise. Thank you.
To wrap things up, I want to thank all the new and old members
for supporting the club. I want to thank the hosts of the monthly
get togethers, all the advertisers and sponsors for being there
for the club. Without any of that there isn’t a club.
To the members that participate in the driving contest, thank
you. And if you are not one of the participants, please join the
contest. We should have the final plans for the GOF ready by the
August FOGLight. I’m keeping my fingers crossed.

I learned to sail going to summer camp
in Michigan. Summer camp is where your
parents would send you to get rid of you for
the summer and you would be free of their
oversight. When we would be out on the lake
in the middle of the summer there would be
a time when the wind would just die. That’s
the doldrums. No wind no movement and then it would get
hot and you could get back to the dock and the kool-aid. I liken
this to driving our 356’s in the summer in Florida. I still drive the
356 in the summer but the time to drive it is carefully chosen.
Early morning when the sun is not overhead, the route cannot
have too many traffic lights and very little chance of rain. We all
know that sitting in traffic not moving, at a traffic light that never
changes, a drawbridge that stays up or even a train that appears
to be 50 miles long is not fun. But we still have to drive the cars
because it is for the well being of the 356 and ourselves.
In the meantime when the 356’s aren’t being driven do we
turn to projects? I know I do because I have a bunch of parts I
purchased for the cars I have and it seems the collection of parts
is growing. At some point this summer I have to start putting
them on the cars they belong to. While it’s not a huge amount
of parts, the thing is, they are all active projects not just back-up
stock. I guess I will have to do this before I buy more parts. My
point is if you drive the cars you end up working on them. Or you
can get out early and drive the 356 before anyone else wakes up
or before it rains.

Updated 356 FOG Website
Our website has been moved to a WordPress platform, updated
and made mobile friendly. Use the same URL address: 356FOG.
com to view the new site. You can help keep the site up to date
by sending upcoming event notices for the calendar and any
photos from these events to share on the site.

Now we need you to send in a photo of your car along with car
details, your name and location. Hope you like the new site.
Janis Croft, Webmaster
jlcfog@gmail.com

Speaking of thing to take care of, we are in the initial stage of
planning the next GOF. We will be changing the location next
year and will try our best to keep the dates the same as this
year’s. Of course price is always an issue and we are going make
every effort to keep the costs the same, but time will tell. We will
still need volunteers to help once plans are more concrete so I
will be looking for help from you the members. A lot of members
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FOG Million Miles Club
2022 Drive Those Cars Contest

by Dennis Brunotte

If you are a FOG member and drive your 356 even infrequently,
we look forward to you joining with us with your miles driven as
we poll the group every two months just before The FOGlight
comes our way.

Europe is playing a part in this update from our participants
in our Million Mile Club, but several drivers have put miles on
their 356s here, too. The Scafarios have just returned from a trip
to Paris and at last will be putting some local miles on their ‘65
coupe. Jim Spears is currently passing through Luxembourg on
another European 356 adventure. Susan and Jerry Holderness
locked their 356 in the garage and are abroad enjoying Italy,
Switzerland, and Germany. Closer to home, Bill Cooper is
relocating permanently from north to south, and left his “1956
356 Outlaw” in Pennsylvania where it will be a historic display
car at the 2022 Porsche Parade in June in The Poconos.

It’s an easy process to enroll – just send your current miles driven
since Christmas to dkbrunotte@gmail.com. Help us to continue
towards our Second Million Miles and join the club when we
solicit your miles in July.
Kunibert Staat in Germany

(And I’m stuck here in Naples where this past weekend we
endured 7” to 8” of rain during our first “named” storm.) Here’s
our participants’ reported mileage in 2022:
Jack Kasmer		Sebring			6248
Gary Resnick		
Boynton Beach		
3200
Jim Bruton		
Winter Park		
3000
Glenn Long		Dunnellon		1877
Jerry Holderness		
St. Petersburg		
1809
Jim Spears		
Madeira Beach		
1661
Paul Raben		
Ft. Lauderdale		
905
Bill Cooper		
Jacksonville		
500
Chip Reichhart		
Vero Beach		
404
John Reker		
Winter Park		
284
Steve Hoffman		
Cocoa			
245
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Women of the FOG
A Family Affair

Article and photos by Debbie Cooper

Growing up in Maine, I never imagined that driving our Type 60
vehicles would connect my life with Bill and our Porsches. Bill had
been associated with type 356 vehicles since he was a little boy
and for me it was a new world, but I was an enthusiastic student.
Our first Porsche together was a 1977 polar blue 911S. Although
“Annie” started life with a 2.7L engine, through our years of track
enthusiasm, I helped Bill install 3.0, 3.2, 3.2 Euro engines and
now she has a 3.6 engine and boy was that a tight fit!

Photo op in front of
the Porsche Museum

We attended the East Coast Holiday at Snowshoe and had so
much fun, we decided to begin a search for our first 356. In 1994,
we bought “Max”, a 1960 Roadster, yes named after Max Hoffman
who Bill met as a little boy one Saturday morning in Manhattan
when his Dad’s 356 was being serviced. As we all know, with
any newly purchased 356 there are always things that need to
be sorted out and the brakes needed immediate attention. The
drum brakes had been converted to disc brakes and the brake
fluid lines were not installed correctly, required 45-degreee
adapters and some additional TLC. Later that year, Bill drove
Max out to Washington state, with an unplanned interim stop at
Stoddard’s to repair a crankshaft oil seal. Max burned a lot of oil,
so an engine rebuild took care of that issue!

1963 B sunroof coupe with green leather, green carpets and
seat inserts with green, cream and black pepita (in Porsches) –
houndstooth in any other application. His debut was at the 2022
Porsche Parade Concours D’Elegance on June 13th. Fritz earned
a Stuttgart Award with a score of 233.7/235!

As many of you know, we have rescued Golden Retrievers over
the years and they have all loved riding in our 356’s.

Fritz’s very
classy interior

Smokey was invited to participate in Parade’s Concours Historics
Display which included over 50 Porsches and Rally cars with
unusual colors (Rennbow “Rainbow”). Much to my surprise, he
received the Historics People’s Choice Award.

Smokey the Golden
riding in Max

After 37 years of marriage, we are still having a blast with our
356s. What started as Bill’s hobby is now mine too. I showed the
cars solo at Porsche Parade this year because Bill was not able
to attend as he was caring for our Teddy 2. I encourage all the
women in the FOG to get involved, it’s great fun!

We traveled many miles in Max, but hated water pouring in at
the bottom of the windshield, behind the windows and various
other places when driving in the rain. Bill’s brother, Harry, has
also been interested in 356’s for years and we were fortunate
enough to acquire his 1956 Radium Green Coupe Outlaw in
2014 – we named him “Smokey”. Not only does Smokey keep us
dry, the A/C keeps us cool and the 911 engine allows us to cruise
easily at 75-80 mph.
With either Max or Smokey, we have attended West Coast
Holidays in Durango, Steamboat, Sedona, Santa Fe, Flagstaff and
have enjoyed many National Parks along the way.

Fernando Lopez

We attended the International Meet in Switzerland in 2019
which was very special. We visited with our dear friend Ilse Nädle,
toured the Porsche Museum and Archives and had a photo op in
front of the museum.

Owner

AUTHORIZED DEALER

1882 Porter Lake Dr. Unit 101, Sarasota, FL 34240
p.941.341.0669
www.buildwerks356.com
buildwerksfl@gmail.com

Important news hot off the press!! The amazing Harry Cooper
just competed the restoration of “Fritz” for us, a heron grey
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MA DAVIS and BE TAYLOR CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE
Enjoy & Protect Your Rides Policies written in all 50 states
Get the right insurance plan for your needs & peace-of-mind!

Contact Us at https://dtccins.com
Our services will not add to the cost of your insurance.
You will have an advocate to represent you if you ever
have a claim.
Let us help you select the perfect company and fit
for your needs.

We represent, in alphabetical order, multiple companies
to meet your specific needs.
• American Collector
• Heacock Classic Car Insurance
• American Modern
• J.C. Taylor
• Condon Skelly
• LeLand West
• Grundy
• SafeCo Insurance
• Hagerty
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Isabel’s Outlaw Journey

Article by John Lovejoy III
Photos by John Lovejoy III and Andrew Mackey

Building a personalized 356 has been a dream of mine for
many years. During high school I was exposed to several 356s
but couldn’t persuade my parents to allow me to purchase
one. Instead, I saved up and purchased a 1970 Karmann Ghia
cabriolet. This car was my entry into the hot rod VW scene
and I soaked it all in. I tricked out the car, lowering it, installing
a custom dash with 911 gauges, a 5-speed transmission, and
convinced a local VW mechanic to allow me to be his apprentice
to build an 1835cc motor.
My opportunity to obtain a 356 came a few years later in
Washington D.C. Fellow Foggie, Jeff Bown had a 1965 C cabriolet
for sale. He had just completed the body restoration and had
begun reassembly, but a 356 speedster had caught his eye. Jeff
had built a 1720cc motor with an NPR kit. Dual Zeniths provided
carburation. He had blacked out most of the chrome, deleted the
bumper overriders, painted the car in guards red and mounted
15-inch-5.5 deep Fuchs painted in matching Guards red.

Toronto 1994

and add a MSD system to really get the most out of the engine.
My opportunity to further personalize Isabel came after
an unfortunate accident. During the repair the body was
straightened, some minor rust repair, and she was painted
Mazda sparkle green. The gauges were sent off for full
restoration, adding a 901-type multigauge to replace the stock
multi-gauge, as well as an amp gauge and head temperature
gauge in a custom center counsel. The Fuchs wheels were sent
away to Wheel Enhancement where the paint was removed and
they were polished to a high gloss, so much so they were often
thought to be chromed. The next year I focused back on the
engine with a complete rebuild adding a Scat crank, new cam,
polishing and porting the heads with new valves, racing valve
springs and rebuilt rockers.

We negotiated a deal and I decided to name her Isabel. I then set
off rebuilding the car with the goal of attending the 1994 East
Coast Holiday in Toronto Canada. A few months later I made it
to Toronto, but didn’t quite make it all the way back. Debris in
the fuel system caused the carburetors to clog up on the New
Jersey turnpike. But with every setback this opportunity. Upon
returning home, Tim Beradelli, took pity on me and offered
to sell me an NOS set of dual solid shaft Solex carburators.
Furthermore, he was gracious enough to help me tune the carbs
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After many years of driving, I decided to try autocross and was
hooked. In the search for further improving my performance I
met Eric Wills of Wills Werks. Eric is an incredible mechanic, die
hard 356/911 enthusiast, and an all-around great person. He
specializes in 356 and 911 transmission work and rebuilt my
transmission to better match the gearing to my autocross hobby.
He also tuned my motor to further improve its performance,
adding a sport muffler, and made some adjustments to
the suspension including a beefed-up front sway bar and a
Skirmants rear camber regulator.

Fresh coat of paint

In 2021 I brought Isabel to 356 Unlimited in Melbourne, Florida
owned and operated by Steve Hoffman. Isabel was starting
to show signs of cancer in her rockers and Steve’s body man,
Dennis Brown, evaluated her. After much mental debate and
agonizing, I elected to move forward with a full restoration, of
course modified to my personalized taste. After dipping Isabel,
the rot was discovered to be more of an infestation then a
superficial problem. It took me a while to regain my composer
but clearly Isabel needed a type of surgery I don’t perform.

Updated interior

was replaced with an electric fuel pump. To keep her cool in the
Florida sun, a remote oil cooler from Willhoit Auto Restoration
was mounted behind the driver’s front lower grill. Adjustable
rear spring plates from Elephant Racing and new shocks further
improved her stance and handling.
Further customization included deletion of the rear seats and
fabrication of a custom stereo box with two 8-inch Morel woofers
and two Alpine amplifiers. A Sony RSX-GS9 digital head media
receiver completed the package. Needless to say, Isabel rocks!

Repairing the rot

Dennis proved to be the correct choice, applying a level of
attention to detail and self-criticism in the search of perfection
I have only rarely witnessed. The magic he worked rebuilding
the car was worthy of Harry Potter! In addition to removing all of
the rot, we took the opportunity to re-enforce the longitudinals,
replace the outer rockers with pre-A rockers, widen the rear
fenders, modify the dash to accommodate additional gauges as
well as a single den radio, and added driving lights mounted 911
style through the front grills. The rear bumper was widened and
a custom through the bumper 1-1/4inch trailer hitch fabricated.
Four tie down eyelets were fabricated should she need to travel
on a trailer. A fresh coat of Mazda sparkle green was applied. Her
Fuchs wheels were polished out to a bright sheen.

Isabel made her debut on May 28th at ZoneFest in Melbourne,
Florida. In addition to showing off herself at the concours, we
took advantage of one of our favorite activities, autocross! She
performed flawlessly and at least one observer stated they
hadn’t seen anyone drive a 356 like that in a long time! We have
made incredible friends through our 356 activities and many
plans are percolating for future drives, after all there are 50
states. Why not see all of them in a 356?
Keeping the faith.
John and Isabel

Simultaneous to the body work, attention was also focused
on the interior and drivetrain. Recaro style seats were sourced
and Michael Murray in Orlando stitched green/black/white
houndstooth inserts and fabricated black leather door panels
that included speed pleats in the same houndstooth. Grey
carpet, a black leather dash, with black German canvas top
rounded out the interior. For additional safety, a removable roll
bar was installed. The engine was pulled out of storage and Eric
Wills kindly built a WEVO 5 speed transmission with 901 gearing.

Autocrossing Isabel
at ZoneFest 2022

Once painted the great assembly began by the team at 356
Unlimited. The motor and transmission were mounted and
linked to a Willhoit short shift shifter. The mechanical fuel pump
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Foggies at ZoneFest 2022
PCA Zone 12 held their annual ZoneFest over the Memorial
Weekend in Melbourne, Florida. This was a 3 day, multi-event,
whirlwind of activity, fun filled weekend. Zone 12 is comprised
of 11 Regions in Florida including Puerto Rico with 8 Regions
represented at ZoneFest. This year, Space Coast Region was the
host. Region President Steve Hoffman, along with Robin Hoffman
(both Foggies) were co-chairs. The event sold out via ClubReg
within days with attendance just over 200 enthusiasts. After 47
years in the PCA, I can say without hesitation that ZoneFest 2022
is in the top 3 of the best PCA events I ever attended.

Article by Pete Bartelli
Photos by Andrew Mackey and George Weinhold

to present the car to the two 356 judges. Thank goodness, the
AMCM was steps away with lunch food, drinks and some place
to sit in air-conditioned comfort.
The Gimmick Rally queued up around 1pm. The Rally Master
gave us some general guidance and announced three rally
classes…. Rookie, Novice and Expert. Gerry Curts and I teamed
up. Gerry with more rallies than God and me with NONE. So, of
course Gerry said, “We’re EXPERTS”. We were handed six pages
of photos…48 total…and driving instructions. The pictures
were of rather common items, like a boat in the yard, a church,
American flags on a fence, lion statues in a driveway…yea,
easy stuff. Just follow the driving instructions and note your
cumulative odometer (trip) mileage every time you see one.
OH…by the way, the photos are not in order of appearance…
WHAT?! Yeah, so Gerry and I tried to memorize 48 photos….not
so successfully.

Several FOG members besides myself and the Hoffmans, were
able to attend. Gerry Curts, John and Harriet Lovejoy, John
Lovejoy III, Mike and Debbie Owen and Joe Owen were among
the faithful at ZoneFest bringing seven beautiful 356 cars.
Joe Owen in his ’65 coupe and I driving my recently restored ’64
SC joined up outside of Arcadia continuing on a route through
the orange groves, lakes and villages of central Florida to meet
up with Gerry Curts on Route 60. A disappointing starter problem
forced Gerry to tow his ’62 S90 sunroof to the event. Still, it was a
beautiful day, the traffic light and temps moderate. Well, maybe
not so moderate to Joe, who took this opportunity to try out his
new “Icy Breeze” battery powered, portable (somewhat) car air
conditioner. We all arrived at the Melbourne Hilton three hours
later. I was the only one sweating.

Then there was the rain! Thunderstorms and torrential rain along
the route at places had me looking for an ARK, not just a boat!
We missed a few items but it was fun….and Gerry and I are still
speaking to each other too.
American Muscle Car Museum

After a quick lunch, we all headed to the American Muscle Car
Museum (AMCM) 5 miles away where a wash rack was made
available to attendees. Oh, not just a wash rack, a 6 car wash
ROOM, air conditioned with all the supplies needed to get
our gems clean and sparkling. Thank you AMCM owner Mark
Pieloch! Gerry, Joe and I pre-staged our cars at the museum for
the concours on Saturday morning. We all got out our car covers
with a threat of rain later at 60%.

Saturday evening we went back to the AMCM for a fine dinner
and self-guided tour of the museum. What a place! Hundreds
of perfect examples of the muscle car era, Mustangs, GTOs,
Corvettes and more modern cars too. Vintage motorcycles,
bicycles and outboard motors were proudly displayed. I didn’t
count all the 911’s, so many Turbos and GT cars but I did count
the 356’s. There is ONE. A pre-A LIMO. As the story goes, the
fabricator wanted a Porsche limo for his daughter’s wedding.
It was nicely done, well, as much as a stretched 356 could look
nice. It still just seated two in the back.

FOG members’ cars on display

On Sunday we had a choice of participating in the Autocross
at the AMCM or going on a guided scenic tour to an historic

That evening, Porsche Melbourne hosted a meet and greet. Old
friendships were renewed and new ones forged while feasting
on some great tacos and fine drink until 10pm. Yup, it rained too.
Saturday morning came quick. We arrived at AMCM at 7am and
we fussed over our cars before Gerry and I got the call to go to
the judges meeting. There were about 55 cars being looked over
with six being 356’s; a Speedster, a Convertible D, a Cabriolet
Outlaw and ’62, ’64 and ’65 Coupes. TOUGH completion indeed.
My judging assignment was 911 water pumpers. Even with two
teams it took nearly three hours before I returned to my ’64 SC

One-of-a-kind 356 Limo
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On Monday morning 356 Unlimited hosted an Open House with
breakfast from 9 -11am. Never one to turn down a free meal, I
got there early. All my breakfast favorites were there, bagels,
bear claws, cinnamon buns and much more. I counted over 50
enjoying each other’s company and shared passion for all things
Porsche. Steve and his staff had displays of current projects and
were available to answer questions.
Open House at 356 Unlimited

Gerry Curts at the autocross

lunch location, Dixie Crossroads in Titusville. Gerry, ever the
competitor, went to the autocross with his ’62 S90. Remember
that dead starter motor? Gerry was hoping he didn’t stall on the
course requiring yet another push start. What he should have
wished for was a secure seat position. Yeah, during that blinding
356 rocket like launch, his seat slide all the way back so poor
Gerry could barely reach the pedals and shifter. That allowed
future Foggie, Mike Kawsin to best Gerry’s time by 2/10s of a
second. Meanwhile, Joe Owen and I joined the guided tour in
Gerry’s Suburban. Yeah, we got a lot of looks…BUT, it was a
cool and comfortable ride in that American Land Yacht. We all
stopped at Fort Christmas for a bathroom break and short tour
of the recreated 1800’s fort. Back at the AMCM, we topped off
the great lunch at the Dixie Crossroads with ice cream while
watching a Porsche tractor demo. Fun stuff.

My four hour ride home to Venice in the SC was pleasant and
unhurried along the delightful backroads of Florida. Yup, good
times indeed.

Sunday night had us at the Eau Gallie Yacht Club for dinner and
awards presentation. What a first class operation…and I’m not
just saying that because my SC parking spot was right outside
the main entrance. I enjoyed perfectly grilled flank steak with
fixin’s while many had the grilled salmon. This perfect evening
was made even better with concours awards going to Mike
and Debbie Owen, Gerry Curts and ME. Then, I nearly fell over
backwards when the Rally Chair announced the First Place Rally
Award, Expert Class, as the Curts/Bartelli Team. Will the wonders
ever cease? Apparently not.

Some Foggies were ZoneFest winners (from L to R): Mike Owen Concours 3rd in class; Pete Bartelli - Concours 1st in class, Gimmick
Rally 1st Expert Navigator; Mike Kawsin (future Foggie) - 1st in
class Autocross; Gerry Curts - Concours 2nd in class, Gimmick
Rally 1st Expert Driver.
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FOGLight Editor
4626 James Road
Cocoa, FL 32926

John Lovejoy III tears up the autocross at Zonefest in his 1965 Outlaw

Photographed by Andrew Mackey

